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Homework 3 

Name:       
Andrew ID: 
Grade:       /8 

This homework covers lectures 6, 7, 8 and 9. 

You are expected to follow all conventions in class. Print, and write neatly. 

 

1. (5pts) Commands Drill 

It is an unavoidable fact that a large part of learning Vim is internalizing the commands. I 

highly reviewing the slides first, and doing this part closed notes (or better yet, 

internalized them already in your daily text editing routine).  

For each of these commands, write a brief description of EXACTLY what each does. 

You may be penalized for inaccurate or incomplete descriptions. 

For each question, the text between []s tell you which mode you are currently in. (You 

may want to write this on another piece of paper). 

 

(a) [Visual] o 

(b) [Normal] O 

(c) [Visual] gv 

(d) [Ex] <C-f> 

(e) [Normal] <C-y> 

(f) [Insert] <C-r> 

(g) [Normal] /hello<CR>ciwhey<Esc> 

(h) [Insert] <C-u> 

(i) [Normal] =/hey<CR> 

(j) [Ex] <C-w> 

(k) [Normal] q: 

(l) [Normal] qafaq 

(m) [Normal] /hello<CR>:s//hey<CR> 

(n) [Normal] J 

(o) [Normal] y/lol<CR>:pu”<CR> 

 

 

2. (1.5pts) Visual Line Mode and :norm 

 

Due to time constraints, we did not explicitly discuss the use of Visual Line Mode and 

the :norm command. Here, we will talk about the basic use case of this combination. 
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Oftentimes, all you want to do is to perform an edit to a consecutive chunk of lines of text. 

For instance, sometimes you want to increment the a block of code’s indentation. Or you 

might want to put numberings in front of lines of code. If you don’t have the 

vim-commentary plugin, you might wanna comment/uncomment a block of code. This 

happens almost all the time in editing code, and this is where visual line mode and 

the :norm command comes in. 

 

Despite its name, visual line mode has a very distinct use case from visual mode. Visual 

line mode can ONLY select lines of text, which is very convenient when you only care 

about repeating certain commands on which lines as opposed to which range of text (you 

no longer have to care about columns).  

 

To enter visual line mode, use the V command. (Actually do this on your computer). 

 

The only difference with visual mode in behavior is that your descriptions automatically 

select the line your description is in, rather then to the matching end of your description. 

 

Now what can we do with this feature. Well, the :norm command, by itself, only acts on 

single lines. Hence, if we select something by visual line mode, and type in :norm, what 

will actually get displayed in the command line is this: 

 
Note that since you are in visual line mode, Vim automatically puts in the “’<, ‘>” (which 

are marks, but you don’t have to know that), to indicate that instead of using :norm on 

only a single line, we are using it on ALL of the lines in the visual line mode range. 

 

So what next? Suppose that I use the ex command: 

 

:’<, ‘>norm xx<CR> 

 

This just performs the xx commands on every single line, starting from the beginning of 

each line! Hence, this just deletes two beginning characters on every single line we 

selected! 

 

So what else can we use as part of the :norm command expression? Pretty much 

everything! We can run macros on each line from the beginning (without worrying about 

resetting line position, since it performs from the beginning of each line anyway [in 

parallel]), etc. This is very useful for any kind of batch command tasks on blocks of lines 
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of code. 

 

Your task for this question, is to use visual line mode in combination with the :norm 

command, to reformat the code from before.txt to after.txt (both files are on the course 

website). Write down the command sequence you used for this task (you don’t have to 

hand in the resulting text, it’s just `after.txt’. You only have to write down the specific 

commands, below). 

 

P.S. You are NOT expected to write a single :norm command to filter all the lines. In 

fact, I highly recommend filtering the lines multiple times with multiple :norm command 

calls, each call should perform some edit that goes into insert mode (note that your :norm 

command many not run properly if you try to return to normal within the :norm 

command, or use visual mode, mostly for technical reasons). To do this, the gv command 

will come in very very handy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. (1.5pts) Visual Mode Shenanigans 

 

We have talked about how visual mode works: the main idea is that in order to select a 

complicated expression to edit or operate on, we do a description followed by the actual 

editing command: 

 

v<description><edit command> 

 

On the other hand, how is visual mode actually implemented in Vim? Note that this is 

actually a very different question than how to use visual mode...  

 

To see this, answer the following questions: (You will have to use Vim for this task) 

(a) Provide a brief description of what the following command is intended to do: 

/foo(‘/e<CR>vt)c42 

n.n. 
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(b) Open ‘visual_repeat.txt’ (from the course website), and perform the command in (a). 

What actually happened? Provide an explanation of how visual mode works internally to 

explain your findings. 

 

 

 

 

 

(For this reason, you should be extra cautious about using visual mode repeats, due to 

how they work internally. The same goes for visual line mode repeats as well.) 


